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On the Loose 2002
when his beagle lucy runs off chasing a big orange cat bobby must overcome his shyness in order to find them
again

Lucy on the Loose 2000
a murder and detective story and political thriller set in 1970 s lagos the events in the novel flow from a political
scandal the result of an illicit affair of a member of the government

A Killer on the Loose 1985
he s a special agent who never loses his cool she s the heat seeking missle headed straight for his heart keeping
cool under pressure is the credo c smith rydell lives by that s why he was handpicked by the special defense forces
for a mission few men survive so why has the ex dea superstar been reassigned to panama city playing bodyguard
to a blond in a black string bikini except honey york isn t your average pampered socialite she s the woman rydell
caught smuggling cash into el salvador four months ago and now she wants him to take her back all honey has to
do is find the guerrilla camp deliver the goods and get the hell out of the jungle all in forty eight hours only one
man is up for the job but sharing an unforgettable one night stand was nothing next to being stranded with rydell
on some third world mountaintop and with bullets flying and all hell breaking loose now is not the time for passion
as if these two could possibly resist it from the paperback edition

On the Loose 2007-10-30
in this fast paced and exciting novel lawyer sam cohen in order to free his client from a wrongful conviction for the
armed robbery of a catholic church takes on the white house cia military intelligence the chicago mayor irish
mafia cardinal illinois attorney general crooked judges and a vicious psychopath ryan sedlack who was assigned
during the viet nam war to the phoenix program as an assassin sam s pals help him mel pollard confidant
bartender and secret mystery writer betty lincoln beautiful ace federal beat reporter and sam s squeeze and sheila
starr faithful and trusted secretary who is having a secret affair with mel unknown to sam vivid powerful steamy
sex scenes great pulp fiction with a genuine story to boot

Piranhas on the Loose 2003-04-30
an old beer can has a trainee genie abdul from baghdad alec finds the can frees the genie and traumatic
experiences follow for alec

Genie on the Loose 1984
in the first book of the shuffle thumpus we find the thumpi living an idyllic existence in the emerald forest beneath
the tree of life after encountering the beautiful and magical unicorns they are captured by the dreaded loose skins
and made to work the gold mines of newtown geni one of the thumpi leaders becomes allies with a flying unicorn
called champion and a very unique rodent called king rat with these two and a group of thumpi rescuers they plot
and execute a daring escape all but one shuffle thumpus makes it to safety now they are on the run with the loose
skins scouring the land looking for them gabby the last remaining shuffle thumpus sits in his prison in the caves of
despair hoping his friends will rescue him each day he is taken in chains to the mountain to dig for gold he works
all day without rest while the loose skins whip and beat him when his strength wanes how will he survive what
more can happen to our thumpi friends

The Shuffle Thumpus - Book 2: The Book of The Loose Skins
2015-12-18
discover the facts about this fascinating giant of the woods activities included focus on these skills research
brainstorming mathematics creative writing word study creative arts phonics and reading

MOOSE ON THE LOOSE 2016-01-01
a turkey gets loose in an apartment house and creates havoc

Turkey on the Loose 1990
when a moose gets loose trouble arises what happens is sheer fun in this upbeat and inspirational musical by mary
donnelly and george strid this very creative team of writers has done it again with a wonderful musical play
designed for older elementary and middle school students the song it s almost time for christmas is so strong that
we have made it available as a single octavo as well staging costumes dialogue and teaching notes provided in the
teacher s guide offer the director everything needed for a successful performance



A Moose on the Loose 2000-05
nature

On the Loose 2001
boys and girls ages 4 6 will scare themselves silly with this step 2 featuring the adventures of sulley and his one
eyed friend mike from the computer animated disney pixar blockbuster monsters inc

On the Loose 1959
i awoke to a disaster a jumble a mess the house was chaos confusion and pure untidiness i soon realized this was
no ordinary day yes i was sure a monster came this way aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards looking glass library is an imprint of magic wagon a division of abdo

Boo on the Loose (Disney/Pixar Monsters, Inc.) 2013-11-27
a beautiful new picture book by scott tulloch if you could have any pet in the world what would it be willy can
think of all kinds of cool pets he d like to have but they re either too big or too small or too smelly or too extinct
but there s one pet willy can t live without and that s the amazing mr moose mr moose lives in willy s bedroom and
has a special job that only willy knows about

A Monster on the Loose 2013-01-01
when three women go to a lock and key party to meet sexy singles they never expect to find their perfect matches
in love and in bed

Moose on the Loose 2013-05-01
a fact is what is true and an opinion is what someone believes telling the story of a local pet show the book uses a
young boys memory of the pet show to show the difference between fact and opinion reading age 12 5 years text
type recountcontents mouse attackwhich pet the pet showmy turngrounded

On the Loose (Mills & Boon Blaze) (Lock & Key, Book 2) 2013-11-28
luke looks at the pigeons in central park when out with his father while his dad is lost in boring daddy talk luke
escapes and chases the pigeons he is on the loose in central park he realises he is as free as a bird on a hilarious
solo flight through new york city the debut story from renowned illustrator harry bliss the tale of luke will delight
all young readers

Snake on the Loose 2010
have you or anyone you know ever had to move even against their will well then this book is for you you will
sympathize immediately with terrence a five year old turtle who rebels when his father comes home one day to say
that his new job in a far away town will cause their whole family to uproot themselves what can terrence do
terrence will have to say goodbye to all of his friends while leaving his beloved neighborhood and bid a sad
farewell to his comfy room to go off to a strange place where he s never been before gross out watch terrence
escape as he attempts undetected to return to his old house only to be caught by the police as a trespasser turtle
on the loose will hold the reader in suspense until its very exciting and heart warming conclusion

Luke on the Loose 2009
a spate of violent attacks has left a jack russell with a torn face and a cat fatally injured a stray german shepherd
has been spotted in the park and locals are sure he s to blame they want him caught and put down cathy is not so
sure but will she have time to prove the dog s innocence

On the Loose 2005
the life of a man once described as the best open side flanker in the world

Turtle on the Loose! 2008-03
using the power of rhyme children will learn creativity for overcoming problems in this story about a four year old
boy named boo and the valuable lessons he learns about sharing fear love and responsibility through everyday
activities



Killer on the Loose 2007
a curious lizard slips into a house and instantly realizes he s in the wrong place trapped indoors the lizard is
unstoppable this little reptile causes every room to be turned upside down all of the family members and even a
few pets join in the chase will the lizard ever escape

Killer on the Loose 1997
max is a curious moose so curious that he travels to a nearby city to see how humans live his adventures culminate
in an exciting helicopter rescue and convince him that curiosity is almost as bad for moose as it is for cats

On the Loose 2011
phonics based text is cleverly blended with a funny story for beginning readers

Boo on the Loose 2006-09
there s a monkey on the loose is an energetic book written for toddlers and young readers in the book you will
follow a child through the frustrations adventure anxiety and excitement while figuring out where his lost toy
monkey has gone after little al rolls out the door the child is left with a need to be good for his grandma while also
worrying about the monkey on the loose outside his monkey eventually shows up in an unexpected place and the
child is left feeling relieved and re energized

Killer on the Loose 1994
toulouse on the loose is the first book in a series about a french turkey who travels to washington dc at
thanksgiving time this naive artist does not quite get the picture however and is about to discover why everyone
has turkey on their minds but through the grace of a pigeon who tells all this very cultured bird does not end up
on the chopping block instead he is pardoned at the white house rose garden and learns that assumptions can be
forgiven and that the truth sets you free free to do what why free to paint all the landmarks of the states and
educate children about their beloved country through the eyes of a foreigner

Lizard on the Loose 1996
at the age of 12 bobby sawhill brutally murdered two people in his small sleepy hometown now nine years later he
s being released from juvenile prison and the town s residents know bobby will kill again and can do nothing but
wait for him to strike original

Ghost on the Loose 1999-01
mr moose mr moose oh where can he be come along with the characters to find me this fun and interactive book
encourages communication between the author and reader do you know where mr moose went start the journey
with me to find out included in the back of the book are interactive coloring pages for kids to enjoy

On The Loose 2021-03-28
biddy blatherskate is fed up with wet weather and minding her father s gold she does a deal with an australian boy
corey her father s gold for corey s passport but this can only lead to trouble red flag number 7

Moose on the Loose 1987
max is a curious moose so curious that he travels to a nearby city to see how humans live his adventures culminate
in an exciting helicopter rescue and convinces him that curiosity is almost as bad for moose as it is for cats

Goose on The Loose 2006-01-01
when a loose tooth shows up in town the local sheriff must do what it takes to send that wiggly tooth packing this
funny approach to the classic childhood situation of loosing a tooth is a must read for home and classroom
libraries chris robertson s playful art is sure to delight young readers who can t wait to loose a tooth

There's a Monkey on the Loose 2016-11-23
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